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The Argentine General Labor Confederation (Confederacion General de Trabajadores, CGT) has
called a 24-hour general strike for Nov. 9, the first such union action since President Carlos Menem
took office in 1989. The CGT's principal demand is an increase in the minimum wage to US$536
per month, plus a 200% boost in monthly benefits for retired civil servants. According to the official
statistics agency (Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y Censos, INDEC), a family of four (two adults
and two children) need at least US$1,300 per month for basic subsistence goods and services. But
the minimum wage and the average real wage have remained below US$400 for the past 1 1/2
years. (See Chronicle 10/08/92) Among other points, the CGT also opposed efforts by the labor
and economy ministries to reform the country's labor code. The CGT demanded the repeal of a
presidential decree that conditions wage hikes on greater productivity by workers. Local union
leaders said they doubted the strike would have much effect, since the Nov. 9 action appears aimed
more at calming internal dissent among the confederation's radical member organizations than
forcing the Menem administration into real concessions. Since Menem took office, the CGT has
been divided internally between pro-government and opposition unions. The conservative wing,
headed by Raul Amin of the metal workers unions, calls for cooperation rather than confrontation
with officials, supporting negotiations to resolve union demands. The radical wing, headed by
former CGT secretary general Saul Ubaldini, has consistently called for concrete actions to force the
government to meet demands. Under Ubaldini's leadership, who served during the same period
as former president Raul Alfonsin, the CGT held 13 general strikes. Ongoing disputes between the
factions have impeded labor action on several occasions this year. The confederation had called a
general strike last June, for example, but the CGT directorate later postponed the action until July
to negotiate with officials, and then aborted the strike altogether on vague government promises to
consider their demands. In October, Ulbaldini's group which has wide backing among civil servants
and teachers unions threatened to split from the CGT to form a center-left opposition confederation,
pushing the CGT leadership to announce the Nov. 9 strike to calm dissent. (Sources: Agence FrancePresse, 10/28/92; Spanish news service EFE, 10/28/92)
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